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J Anne Boleyn, wife of King
JHenry VIII who was beheaded
j in 1536, had six fingers on one
- hand and had three breasts.

Friday, February 24,1978
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City College
OK'd by House
In Voice Vote
The New Mexico House of
Representatives concurred with the
amendments passed by the Senate
on the Community College bills and
approved the measures by a voice
vote Thursday.

reduced to l.IJ ror support ofT- VI
with an expanded curriculum
incluping academic courses. The
amendments proposes that the mill
levy remain the same which is 4
mills.

The Senate approved the
amendments in a 28 to II vote
Tuesday. If the proposal becomes
law, the voters of Bernalillo County
will have the final say on the
college.

One mill of that would go to
support the new college. The
remaining 3 mills would support TV!, and the state would make up TVl's loss2s.
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Under the amendments, the
college will not be part ofT-VI, but
the governing board will be the
same as the T- VI's board with two
new members appointed by the
governor.
The amendments make changes
in I he financing of the college, the
purchasing of facilities, and tuition
for students.
The original proposal asked that
the mill levy to country voters be

The upcoming New Mexico
Women's Forum is expected to
draw about 1,000 womem to the
two-day workshop of current

Tuition Tax Credit Ok'd
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Thursday, February-23, 8:00pm
Popejoy Hall
RESERVED SEATS
$2.50 general public I $1.25 students
Tickets on sale at all Ticketmaster Locations:
Popejoy & SUB Box Offices
All LP Goodbuy & General Store Locations
H. Cooks Sporting Goods in Winrock _• Candyman (Santa Fe)
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Education and Welfare strongly $250 per year.
government would offset the tax
opposed the tax credit proposal just
credit.
before the vote.
Proponents of the credit were
The plan is a compromise
-After Aug. I, 1980, the credits
between two competing tuition would increase to a maximum $500 highly critical of Carter's plan to
credit proposdls - one by Sens. (50 percent of the first $1,000) and increase grant programs, saying
William Roth and Abraham would be extended to elementary that the forms were far too
Ribicoff limited to college tuition, and secondary school students. complicated and demanded too
and the other by Sens. Bob Most of the parochial students much personal information.
Packwood an'd Daniel Moynihan would be included at this time.
which covered all tuition.
"First of all you have to have a
The compromise plan would
No "do.uble dipping" would be college education to fill out the
work this way:
'allowed. Students who for various form," said Roth.
-Beginning Aug. I, 1978, reasons can deduct the cost of the
tuition payments by full-time tuition under present law would not
They also complained that HEW
college and vocational students be eligible for the new credit. Also, takes too much time to approve
would be eligible for a credit up to any tuition grants fron\
L?ans and grants.

To Andean Center

' I. r'

Alumnus Givf:~s Money
By BETTY CASE
LOBO Staff Writer
A journalism graauate from UNM donated $1868 to
the Andean Center, a UNM extension program in
Quito, Ecuador, for scholarships, a spokeswomen for
the Center said.
The spokeswomen and former student at the
Andean Center, Ca'rlota Jaramillo, said Fred Shaver
donated the money after selling his car.
.Jaramillo said this is the first time any money has
been doantcd to the center for scholarships.
The center was established in 1968 by UNM.
It provides students the opportunity to live, study
and conduct research while living in a Latin American
country while working toward their degree.

The original bill asked for $8
million to purchase the University
of Albuquerque as facilities for the
college. The amendment reduces
this amount to $4 million and no
longer stipulates what facilities arc
to be bought.
The amendment also requires
that s~udents pay for academic
courses, while the original proposal
made no such requirement.

Forum tor Women
Designed to Localize
Key National Issues

This miniature working model of ths Eta Kappa Nu message
board in the Pit is one of the many displays at the Electrical
Engineering Open House. The exhibit will be open Friday from
9 a.m. until 9 p.m. and Saturday from 9 a.m. unti/1 p.m. in the
civil engineering buildings.

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
Senate
Finance
Committee
Thursday voted up to $500 in tax
credits for all college, vocational,
secondary and elementary school
students who pay tuition, including
the first direct federal aid for
parochial school students.
If eventually approved by
Congress, a quick challenge to the
Supreme Court is expected, setting
up a constitutional test of federal
aid to church schools.
The credit would be phased in,
beginning with college and
vocational students this fall up to a
maximum $250 credit, and
expanding to all students with a
maximum $500 credit beginning
Aug. I, 1980. Parttime and
graduate students would be
included after Aug. 1, 1981.
The vote was 14-1 with only Sen.
Lloyd Bensten, D-Texas, voting no.
Bentsen said he was concerned
about budget deficits.
A tax credit is subtracted directly
from taxes owed and therefore is a
dollar-for-dollar saving to the
taxpayer, as opposed to a deduction
or exemption which is subtracted
from income before taxes are
calculated.
It was the first formal vote by
any congressional committee since
President Carter announced his
competing $1.2 billion increase in·
education grants. A spokesman for
the Department of Health,

The state would also aid the
community college in its budget.

Shaver i'ormcr a ting pres> affairs officer for the
U.S. em hf ·,,y iJ, Q1 ,to, graduated from the University
in 1960.
The o; · :>. •1 ,. ill be available to students for use in
the I~ ~~ ilJI!dbdemic year, Jaramillo said.
Jaramillo, a graduate of Valley High School and a
UNM junior said, "The interesting thing is· that the
money is a gift. Something like this hasn't happened in
a long time."
This year, only 37 students are attel1ding classe; at
the center, but it can accomodate as many as 60, she
said.
Jaramillo, who spent a year and a half at the center,
said students don't have to he "super flue11t" in
Spanish to study at the center.

women's issues.
A political rally will kick off the
beginning of the forum from noon
to 4 p.m., March 2. The forum will
continue through March 4.
Scheduled speakers at the rally
include: Bruce King and Bob
Ferguson,
Democratic
gubernatorial candidates; Tom
Rutherford and Lenton Malry,
Democratic
candidates
for
lieutenant governor; and U.S. Sen.
Pete Domenici.
Topics at the workshop will
include Battered Women, Women
in Theology, Politics, Education
and Media, the Equal Rights
Amendment, Child Care, Rape,
Women Offenders and Lesbian
rights.
P.M.
Duffy-lngrassia,
coordinator, said the forum is being
held in an effort to continue the
momentum
begun
at
the
International Women's Year
conference in Houston 1st
November.
She said, "There were several key
issues in Houston, but unity and
education regarding such issues as
the Equal Rights Amendment were
the priorities.
"With the problems outlined on
the national level, it's now time to
bring the issues home, to the state
level, and encourage women here to
understand the power of women of
politics."
Duffy-Ingr-assia said "This
forum is for all women and there
are no fees involved. We want to
see rural women, minority women,
diabled women -- all women who
want to participate in shaping the
future of women in New Mexico."
For more information, contact
the UNM Women Studies
Program.
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Coal Development
Problem Probed

World News
South Africa Integrates Tennis
By United Press International.

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa South Africa Thursday integrated the
nation's tennis courts and said blacks may
even join whites in a drink after the mate~ in
a ruling that eventually could end segregatiOn
in all sports.
· Some blacks voiced immediate skepticism
about the move but other white sportsmen
welcome it as a "green light for normal
.
sports in South Africa."
Sport Minister Dr. Piet Koornhof told the
International Tennis Union on Wednesday
that from now on, "no permit or other legal
permission is needed by any player to play on
.
any court in South Africa."

In addition, Koornhof said "no permit or
other legal permission is required to join any
club."
The statement followed by days the South
African announcement that Peter Lamb, a
black student at Vanderbilt, had been
selected as member of the country's Davis
Cup Team - the first black to cross the
racial barrier on any South African team.
Most white sportsmen enthusiastically
welcomed the move. They said Koornhors
edict allows the government to grant
"international status" to sports Clubs.
Under South African law, the so-called
"international status," accorded to some

United Campus Ministry

A Progressive Christian Fellowship To Give. You New Pow~r

Overcom~g

Loneliness

A Group Discussion in Christian cop text
Sunday, Feb. 26, 5:30.p.m. Meal: 75 cents
"Who's there?" Matt 28:20
Heb. 13:15
AtThe United ministr,y Center
1801 Lo.s Lomo.s NE 247-0497
Positive, Jo,yful o.nd Christio.n

,_.ltf~ NMPIRG Hosts

Western Regional
PIRG Conference
Agenda
Sat. Feb. 25

In The SUB

9:00·11:00am Fighting Nuclear Power
Room 231 B
11:00·11:30am Keynote Address On Native
American Sovereignty John Redhouse, Nat'l
Indian Youth Council
Room250C
1:00·2:15pm 1, Community Organizing
Room 231 A
2, Solar Energy Sun Day 78
Room 231 B
2:30·4:00pm 1, Housing I Tement Organizing
Room 231 A
2, Establishing a Food Co-op
Room 231 B
4:15·6:15 Films On Agribusiness

Sat. 8:00pm Salt Of The Earth

Sun Feb 26

At UNM Law School
1117 Stanford NE
9:30·11:00am
Mapping Campaigns
of
Movement Organizations
Moot Courtroom
"1:15·12:45am 1, Support Your Local Boycott
Room 110 (2202)
2, Assertiveness Training and
Communications Skills
Moot Courtroom
2:00-4:00pm 1, Uranium Slide Show Effects
.and Issues
Room 2401
2, Funding Of Movement Groups
Moot Courtroom
7:30·9:30pm 1, Federal Food Programs or How
to get a breakfast program established in
your school district
Room 110 (2022)
2, Media Skills
Moot Courtroom

Every One Welcome!
For More Information

Call277·2757 ....... ;.. .

hotels and individual sporting events, allows
the hosts to accommodate racially mixed
groups which is otherwise illegal in terms of
South Africa's policy of apartheid of raci~;~l
segregation.
Several clubs said they would apply for the
new status immediately.
.
Hugh Hadfield, chairman of South
Africa's Wanderers Club - Johanesburg's
oldest sports club - said, "It's a hell of a
good move if he (Koornhof) can do it.
"Half the enjoyment. of sport is
fraternizing over a beer after the game. At
tll'e moment that is very difficult."
· In terms of Koornhof's statement, steps

[EDI'fOR'S NOTE: This column is written.for the LOBO by the director
of Americans for Rational Energy Alternatives in hopes of sparking debate
on crucial energy problems.]
In one narrow, arched band extending southward and southeastward
from the Colorado border for a distance of 120 miles, there is an estimated
6 billion tons of subbituminous coal between the surface and a depth of
250 feet. Though not of particularly high quality, averaging about 9,000
,Btu's per pound, this coal still containstheenergy.equivalent 0 fmorethan
18 billion barrels of crude oil, which is somewhat greater than the
projected reserves in the vast Alaskan· North Slope.
This coal is only that estimated to be present in a single formation and at
shallow depth. The estimated total coal resource in New Mexico is,
according to the U.S. Geological Survey, 126.9 billion tons, and New
Mexico is foArth with respect to estimated tonnage of coal among the
Rocky Moun.t.ai;u.states and eighth nationwide. In ·fact, we possess only
about three-one/.half percent of the total national coal resource.
Coal, nature's storage cell for solar energy, is a vast and important
energy resource that is present in some kind of economic potential in 31
states. There is somewhat more coal vyith respect to tonnage west of the
Mississippi, but there is probably a somewhat higher total heating value
east of the Mississippi.
The western coals and lignites, while not of as high a quality as the
eastern coals, are attractive economically because they generally occur in
thicker seams and are much lower in sulfur content. The average New
Mexico coal has less than one percent sulfur whereas the average sulfur
content of eastern coals is in the three-one/half to four percent range.
Much of this low-sulfur, thick-seam coal is readily accessible by surface
mining methods. Lands that have been surface-mined cannot be fully
restored to their original configuration and appearance, but they can be
reclaimed to the extent of being as productive or more so than they had
previously been. A square mile of coal land in the San Juan Basin might
yield about 11 million tons of coal valued at more than $50 million and be
restored to use as grazing land within five to 10 years. This land during that
same five- to 10-year period might produce between 10 and 20 head of
cattle.
So what is happening to western coal development? Essentially nothing.
The endless concern with possible environmental damage, the increasingly
restrictive clean air standards, the introduction of prohibitive strip-mine
regulations and the application of punitive taxes in some states have
brought development nearly to a stancl.:;till. While President Carter calls
for an increase of coal production from the present level of about 650
million tons per year to 1.2 billion tons by 1985, the administration
continues, mainly through the office of the interior secretary, to add .
encumbrances to the development of western coal. And this not
withstanding the essentially problem-free western coal industry labor
situation, the low-sulfur content of the coal industry labor situation, the
low-sulfur content of the coal, the productivity per man unit which is an
order of magnitude greater than that in deep mines, and inherently a much
higher degree of safety than is found in underground mining.

would be taken to permit sports clubs to sell
liquor to all races.
Koornhof said clubs <;ould apply for
blanket permission annually to .open their
facilities to. all racial groups. :.Previously,
permission h_ad to be obtained•fur each event
and the names of al,l ncntk:\Vhite people
expected to attend had to be' supplied to the
government.
_Danie Craven, president of ·the South
African Rugby Board, said Koornhofs
statement applied equa:uy to other sports.
"What the minister does for one sport
goes for all sports," he said.

Limits English Rule in Scotland

Lords Get Home Rule Bill

The House of Commons gave its
LONDON-The House of
final
approval to the bill
Commons passed a controversial
bill to give limited home rule to Wednesday night by a 297-247 vote
Scotland for the first time in nearly after an exhausting debate lasting
300 years and sent it to the House more than 100 hours.
of Lords Thursday where it faced
stormy debate which could still kill
To reach the final vote, the labor
the plan.
government rammed through a
"Gillotine" motion curtailing
debate. This left 61 of the 83 clauses
The legislation calls for a !50- of the bill undiscussed.
member regional assembly for
Scotland with control over the
country's local affairs, but leaving
the central government ,and
Parliament in London responsible
for foreign policy, defense, trade
and taxation.

Before the vote, Edward Taylor,
a Scot who is chief conservative
opposition spokesman on home
rule, derided the bill's provisions as
"neither workable nor stable."

WASHINGTON
Mamie
Eisenhower, described by friends as
lonely, has spent nearly a year
The regional assemblies will be awaiting admission to an army
set up only if the home rule project widows' home she helped dedicate,
it was disclosed Thursday.
is approved in a referendum.
Retired Army Col. Edward
Shirley,
a spokesman for
~=====:I Washington's prestigious Army
Distaff House,
said ~.Mrs.
Eisenhower, 81, applied for a onebedroom apartment at the facility
in Aprill977.
"It would be a feather in our cap
to have the most distinguished army
widow living here," said Shirley.

But he said Mrs. Eisenhower
"graciously" agreed to wait her
turn and not bump those· ahead· of
her on the list.
Apartments become available
when occupants die.
"We cannot predict when a
vacancy might occur and there's no
way of determining how long it will
take for her to move in, Shirley
said. "We would love to have her
here today."
The former first lady participated
years ago in ceremonies dedicating
the multi-story home on a wooded
lot overlooking Washington's Rock
Creek Park, and expressed a desire
to live there one day.
A private foundation runs the
facility, which includes a beauty
parlor. It is home to some 300
women, most of them widows of
military officers.
Mrs. Eisenhower now lives at the
family's
Gettysburg,
Pa.,
farmhouse, a national monument
maintained by the National Park
Service. Under terms of the
donation documents, she is
permitted to live there for the rest
of her life.
But some friends said she has
become lonely on the estate in
recent· years, especially since the
retirement of a long-time
housekeeper.
Shirley said Mrs. Eisenhower has
visited some women who live at the
facility, but few wives of the West
Point Class of 1915, Dwight
Eisenhower's class, are still alive.
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He said the cojstitutional
arrangements that liave existed
since the union of Scotland and
England in 1707 "will never be the
same again."

Mamie Still Waits
For Suite Vacancy
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causlion, howcvcr, that other
factors besides cost aren't reflected
in the survey, such as convenience
of location and quality.
Safeway at Lomas came in
second with their bag of groceries
costing $30.04, almost 4.5 percent
higher than Bag N' Save.
The bag of groceries al Foodway
on Yale cost $31.46, 9.4 percent
higher than Bag N' Save. Piggly
Wiggly
at Candelaria had its bag of
Items bought for the ·survey
groceries
priced at $31.98, 11.2
inc! udcd meat, produce, processed
food, baked goods, cereal staples percent higher than Bag N' Save.
NMPIRG warns consumers to
and non-foods.
watch out for calmed and dairy
NMPIRG said that a bag. of goods whose expiration date has
groceries at Bag N'Save costs the passed, as well as meat and produce
least going for $28.76. They that aren't fresh.

,. •••••••••••••••• ,

•• letraset
••
•• chartpak
•• formatt
••
••
•• 20o/o Discount with this ad
•

No. 103
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(other discounts not applicable)

Everyone is welcome.
Pi Alpha The!a (history honorary
society) will meet today at 3:30
· p.m. in the History Department
Lounge in Mesa Vista Hall Room
1104. All Interested in history are
invited.

90.1
Friday, February 24
7p.f11. - Longplayer: Featuring a
new 'release each week.
9p.m. The Asylum Show:
Cowboy and drinking music.
Saturday, February25
5p.m. - Hot Lix: Oldies, not
moldies.
9p.m. - The Ghetto: Soul music'.
!a.m. - Only The Radio: Live
Joe!!! talent.

Join the

Fiesta Committee meets today in
"Cas a del Sol'' at noon.

NMPIRG is holding a Western
P!RG Conference
Regional
Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 25 and
26. Workshops on fighting nuclear
power, tenant problems and
assertiveness training will be
featured. For information, call 2772757.

Folkdance for children begins
today from 4-5 p.m. in the UNM
Child Care Co-op. Cost is $10 for
eight sessions. Call the Co-op for
more information.

March 5,6, 7,&8

Acts
Six

-

8:00pm
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A'b~lPlays

EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE

PEACE CORPS

(downstairs in the Fine Arts Complex)

277-5907

tickets-$1.50 or $l.OO(groups of ten or more)
at· Fine Arts Box Office 277-4402

One More Time

or 40%off
(On 1000 winter clothing units
Just brought in from a
California Clothing Store)

General Store
Ill Harvard S.E.
(across from UNM)

Iii

8117 Menaul N .E.
(across from Hoffmantown)

Coupon _expires Marcn 22 1978

COMMERCIAL ART SUPPLIES /LETRASET I FORMATT I CHARTPAK
ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES/DRAFTING SUPPLIES/PICTURE FRAMING

2510. Cen1r81 Ave. SE, Albuquerq~; NM 87106 I 505_-285·3733
ACROSS FROM JOiiNSON GYM

!ill

••
••

••
••
••
•
••
••
• California Art-Supply, Inc. •
L ••••••••••••••••
Letraset for quality
and up to date typefaces
Chartpak for quality and price
Formott ror cut-out acetate sheets

Second- cla.o;s postage· judd at Albuquerque~
New Mex.lco 87131. Subscription rate is
$10.00 for the acadcmlcy(::ar ••
The Opitdom -expressed on the edHorlaL, ·
pages of The Da,lly L9bQ ~re those of thr•
l
authdr solely. Unsigned opinion is that df thtt-•~ ·
_editorial board of The DaHy Lobo. Nothin~~~
.f'rlntcd in The Daily Lobo n~_re.o;snril)'..,.::
., •Mtxteo:··
''"""'""'' ...th'e'VIoW!'iJI
"i"11!\wi<illx.of,illew.,.·
-·-· ·· "· ~~/:§-.
•
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A Chicano Studies open house
will be held today at . I p.m.

-Students are notoriously poor
and the ever-rising prices of
groceries don't ease the ol' "Empty
Wallet Blues."
The New Mexico Public Interest
Group (PIRG) has surveyed food
prices in eight grocery stores
around Albuquerque with the aid
of more than a dozen UNM student
volunteers to show where the lowest
prices are.

'the NeW Mexico Dailu Lob J 1s pubhs1n·d
Monday through Friday every regular week
of the. University year and weekly during the
sutnmcr scsdon by U~e Board of Student
Publications of the Unlvcrs:lty o( New Mexico,
arid is:.. not financially aS~>odatcd Wlth ONM.

,•

Nuclear Waste Disposal" will be
discussed at the meeting of the
League of Women Voters
University Unit today from 12-1
p.m. in the Roberts Room, Scholes
Hall. Bring sack lunch .

Grocery Price Survey
Released by NMPIRG

II

New Mexico
OAILYLOBO
Vol. 82

NMPIRG-sponsored movie,
"Salt of the Earth," will be shown
Saturday, Feb. 25, at 8 p.m. in the
SUB Ballroom as part of the
J>IMPIRG conference this weekend.
$1 admission.
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For the best in clothing
and head supplies
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The Real·
Winners
.
'

by Tim Gallagher

It's nothing out of the ordinary, but wherever one goes these days
.,f the talk of,winning and winners is in the air.
~
This week's Time Magazine has a cover story about one of the
ll.
greatest winners of all time-recently dethroned heavyweight
champion Muhammed Ali .. This week's edition of Sports Illustrated
vanished from Albuquernue news stands quickly because it contained a
·story about New Mexico's best winners-the UNM Lobes.
'in our competitive society, praise is always heaped on the winners
and pressure to finish is intense.
BUT WEDNESDAY NIGHT ON CBS there was a story about.
another kind of winning. It was a kind of emotional winning, the human
victory that accompanies reaching a height higher, than just a mere first
place.
The movie was called "Special Olympics." It was filmed in
Albuquerque and dealt with a mentally retarded boy and his family's
attempts to lead normal lives. The film was excellent, but I don't intend
to get into a movie review or the hardships a retarded child imposes on
a family.
What struck me about the film was the joy the children bathed in
from simply competing. The film is based on games called special
Olympics in which retarded or handicapped children compete in track
and field events just like normal children.
In one particularly moving scene, a-retarded child cost himself a
chance to win a relay race by stopping to pick up a baton dropped by
his competitor. It was that scene, based on a true incide'nt, that
prompted the writer to pen the script.
IT WAS A SCENE THAT IF YOU SAW IT, you're not likely to
.
'
forget it soon.
In a very real way, that scene depicted the simple, primitive joy of
participating that people in the most glorious ages of time were able to
enjoy. It seems to me that today's society has drifted too far away from
the joys of participation, and is deeply entrenched in the pits dug by
"win at all costs" fanatics.
All forms of media are p.artly responsible for digging that ditch. We
reward the winners with a lot of air time and column inches.
BUT PEOPLE THEMSELVES SHOULD SHARE the blame. One
need only to spend a Saturday afternoon watching youngsters engage
in a sport to hear the "win at all costs:' philosophy spouted by coaches,
parents and players themselves.
Winning is by no means all bad and the competitive spirit of the
human race is something that makes the world spin. The drive to be on
top has prevented many peoples thmut:Jhout history from being
controlled by a force against their will. When an authoritarian society
attempts a take-over, the first thing it attempts to do is destroy the spirit
of the people.
·
However, we need to learn to draw the line between playing to win
and just playing. This is true not only in sports, but in all areas of life.
There have never been more heart attacks, high blood pressure, ulcers
and nervous breakdowns that there are today. Much of the is is due to
society's drive to stay on top.
THE DRIVE TO WIN IS NOT WITHOUT ITS ESCAPES. Some
people escape through liquor or drugs, others through the more socially
accepted means of religious fanaticism. The latter is infinately more
desirable than the first and is not really an escape, but more of a means
of coping.
The point to be made is that people striving for the best should not
forget to enjoy the journey.
Not long ago, Gov. Jerry Apodaca adresed a prayer meeting and said
that people take themselves too seriously. His words ring even truer
when you see someone getting all worked up over a flat tire or a
chemistry quiz.
ONE GOOD THING ABOUT A UNIVERSITY community is that
people, on the whole, have a tendency to take mo~e of a lay-back
attitude. We are certainly not without our scholars who'll debate an
issue to death, but it's encouraging to see the vast number of students
and faculty who spend time on a sunny day just taking it easy around
the duck pond.
The thing to remember is a misquote from former Green Bay Packer
football coach Vince Lombardi, "Winning isn't everything, it's the only
thing." What most people fail to do is put Lombardi's quote in context.
He was talking about professional atheletes whose only job is winning.
Doing your best doesn't always mean you'll be the winner, but if
society did its best, it certainly would be good enough.

lOBO editDrlal phone zn-5666
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Afl submissions become the property 6f the Now Mexico~ Daillv lOBO and will be edited
only for length or possibly llbeiQus content. If changes are made, the author will be con•
1actcd

·SOL'Dif:R Of FORWNE

Letters

DOONESBURY

U.S. Not.·a- Pawn

Editor:
·
The LOBO has published what we consider to be a particularly
misleading editorial ('Outside Trouble,' February 21) on the current
situation in Rhodesia.
The 'sensible agreement'. to which the LOBO refers was negotiated in
South· Africa (I) by I an Smith and (principally) Abel Muzorewa. It
provides for a very gradual transition to majority rule leaving de facto
political and economic control in the-hands of the white minority. Why
did Smith, whose political platform since 1965 has been 'Never'
(referring to majority rule) and Bishop Muzorewa, who has been almost
wholly absent from th_e political scene for nearly two years, reach such
an agreement?
For Smith, the answer is fairly simple: he is losing the war againstthe
guerrillas (to call them terrorists as the LOBO did is a political
absurdity). He needs a settlement to stop the flow of Rhodesian white
emigrants and to revive a faltering economy. Time is on the side of the
guerrilla movements: Smith ~nows this.
Muzorewa and his colleagues were potent political forces in Rhodesia
during the mid-1960's. Since that time their commitment to
negotiations (which have produced absolutely no results in over ten
years), their gradualist policies and their refusal to support the guerrillas
have cost them the support of many of their presumed followers in
Rhodesia as well as the support of all of the governments of adjacent
countries.
The 'sensible agreement' has been rejected by all of the so-called
Front Line' states, Robert Mugabe (the leader ofthe guerrillas), Joshua
Nkomo (one of the moderate nationalist leaders), the United States
Great Britain, and rnost of the members of the Organization of Africa~
Unity. Why? Because they recognize that Smith and the white minority
would like nothing better than to reach an agreement which would give
the appearance of majority rule while retaining control over the
economy and effective veto over legislation. And what could be better
then to have the U.S. and Britain be the guarantors of such an
agreement, thereby letting them destroy the guerrillas which Smiths
forces can't do? In many ways the U.S. and Britain would like nothing
better than to see Muzorewa as Prime Minister of Rhodesia. He is a prowestern Christian minister; the guerrillas are financed and armed by the
Sovlet Union and China. But an agreement between Smith and
Muzorewa which ignores the guerrillas is not going to bring about a
Diane L. Papstein
'time of peace' as the LOBO suggests.
Robert J. Papstein

MR. 001<&1 AS FAR.

!lS W& CAN T&U.,
YOU BRING NO
Rl3/..f.VANT EXPf3<1ENC& 7D YOUR JOB.

Y&AH. 7HAT'S
A CIJMPIET&
BUNCH OF
GARBAGG.

COULD YOU COM-/
M&NT?
..

I

What Goes Up
Editor:
To Ms. Rachel Dixon,
First you must forgive me for not replying to your opinion sooner.
Ms. Dixon, I found that your written opinion to the enclosed editorial
to be quite good and interesting. I totally agree with the judge's
viewpoint. However I also feel that the same circumstances should
apply for a woman, and what should be questioned is whether consent
is given if the person is over the age of 15, not whether the person is a
male or female. It is my opinion that any one over the age of 15 should
be able to determine whether or not he/she should have sex, not just
males. In the case of consent being given, it should be a crime to have
sex with anyone without their consent, not just females. Yes, Ms.
Dixon, males can be raped.
Now the real reason I am writing. Unless I have misunderstood you,
you are saying that since a male's penis achieves an erection as a result
of stimulation, this is a sign of amusement. And since amusement can
be an indicator of desire, then the male in reality desires the stimulation
and is enjoying the fulfillment. That's BULLSHIT. Any seventh grade
biology or physiology student can tell you that the male penis will act
involuntarily to tactile stimulation, whether the male wishes it or not.
True, the penis can be consciously aroused but 95 percent of all males
have no control over the penis' amusement by tactile stimulation.
Taking this knowledge into consideration, amusement does not
indicate desire. Arousal in a man does not necessarily indicate desire.
And where there is no desire, rape can occur.
While I do agree generally with your statement, I suggest that you do
a little more homework (try it on an enemy) before you reveal your lack
of knowledge to the world.
'
Johnathan Alexander
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Ghosts Spook
Students in
u·NM Buildings
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Editor's note: The following
article contains information
supplied to the LOBO by several
UNM students and staff. AU
sources preferred to remain
anonymous.]
Castles, old mansions and
cemeteries do not have exclusive
rights to the supernatural.
Ghosts, ghouls and things that
go bump in the niglit are dead
and well at UNM said students
from around campus who have
experienced these phenomena.
The Lobo spoke with students
about their experiences in
Zimmerman Library, the
fraternities, Popejoy Hall and
the UNM dormitories.
This is what they said:
FRATERNITIES One
member said, "For all of us who
don't believe in ghosts, it's kind
of shocking to realize there is
something there you can't
explain."
He told of one of his
experiences where he and some
others were going to steal from a
pool room near a frat chapter
room as a prank.
They could not see the inside
of the room as they came near it,
but they could hear laughter and
balls bouncing around the table,

Mak•n of Hand Mad•
Indian Je..welry

Could you be
a nuclear expert?

OLDTOWN

(H so, you could earn more than

$600 a month your Senior year.)
Even if you're a Junior engineering or physical science major, it's
not too early to start thinking about your career. And if you think
you've got what it takes to become an expert in nuclear power, the
Navy has a special program you should look into right away.
Why right away? Because if you're selected, we'll pay you more
than $600 a month during your Senior year. (If you arc presently a
Senior, you can still join the program.)
What then? After graduation, you'll get nuclear training from the
men who run more than 70% of the nuclear reactors in the country
- Navy men. And an opportunity to apply that training in the
Navy's nuclear-powered fleet,

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
Has Moved
(just down the hall)

To
Marron Hall
Room105

Contact your Placement Office for a personal interview for
March 1st or 2nd.
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he said.
When they did peek around
the corner, our source said,
''There was nothing thereall the
balls were in the pockets.''
Our source told of another
experience which happened to
another of the frat members.
The frat member had gone
down to the b asement to get a
coke, our source said, and heard
someone calling roll. He
recognized the names as those
belonging to frat members now
dead. The frat member looked
into the room and again no one,
or nothing was there.
POPEJOY - A student told
of being in one of the practice
rooms early one morning and
hearing footsteps.
Our source went down to see
who was there and at the far-end
of one of the rooms there was a
figure standing and staring at
the student.
"lt wasn't human, there was
no light in the area, but it
glowed,'' our source said.
DORMITORIES - A dorm
student said she was sitting in
her room and "The door opened
wide then closed, and we just
locked it."
Several residents of one dorm,

00

reported they had seen a figure
standing at the edge of their bed,
staring at them. The figure
faded and disappeared before
their eyes, they said.
One
resident
reported
something gripping her arm. She
could see the marks, but could
not see what was holding her.
ZIMMERMAN - A student
said, "I knew I was alone in the
stacks, but I heard the sound of
someone. taking a book off the
shelf leafing through it and
putting it back on the shelf.''
Another student said, "I felt I
was being watched once a11d
now I won't go into the stacks
alone."
Students have also reported
hearing the crumpling of paper,
footsteps and sound of voices, in
a stack where they believed they
were alone.
The Lobo spent a night in the
library. A tape recorder and a
camera were taken to document
any unusual occurrances.
The only occurance was the
tampering with the tape recorder
by a security aid. There were no
unexplainable footsteps, voices
or movements during the period
the Lobo was at the library.

Small organization has
openings for young executives.
Good q
good future, jo s;;isfaction.
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Glorious Gloria

This may floor ya
or maybe bore ya
but we can't ignore ya
on your 23rd birthday.
Cause we gotta say
to go out and play
and have fun too.
Sincerely and truly
from tbe Pronto's crew:

.,,;..:-.."-·-

--Southwest
UNM's outlet. for your erea t.ive eoneepts

Snb•••ission Deadline
Tues. Feb. 28

Student Activities A
Presents

VIDEO TAPES
The man Who
Skied Down Everest

Bring 1•on•• art, prose, t)hotography, and poetry to:
Marron llall,105, 277-5656

Feb. 27 -mar. 5
· 10-3 pm Dolly

It's your m.agazine%

In ffie$Q Lounge In The N.E. Cornet OHhe Sub
Across ftom Pfontoa

An RSUNm;Stvdent Actlvltlea Procluctlon

:f~l"

{jdobn,Poan?}

We're the Coast
Guard.
We may be small
(about 37,000 strong)
but our jobs are some
of the most important ones in the country.
As you probably know, we're in the business
of saving lives and property.
But we're also charged with protecting our
coastlines, our Great Lakes, our waterways.
Regulating the new 200-mile fishery conservation
zone. Intercepting narcotics trafficking. Monitoring the vessels that come and go at all of our
major ports.
'
Big jobs. Requiring top people.
That's why we need good, qualified,, ambitious men and women.

Put your Bachelor's Degree to work.
We're especially interested if you have a
technical degree-in engineering, science, mathematics, or computers. We've got the work that
takes your special talents and skills.
Once you finish officer's candidate school18 weeks in Yorktown, Virginia -we'll give you a
job with responsibility. You work with the most

OUR REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE HERE
3/6-7/78

advanced equipment
and technology
known. It's good
work, good surroundings, with men and
women of your talent and abilities.

The benefits. And the rewards.
A starting salary of over $10,000 that can
increase by over 40% in your first three years with
normal promotion and seniority raises.
Free medical and dental care. A quarters
allowance.
Tuition assistance for off-duty education.
Thirty days of paid vacation a year.
And a generous retirement plan for those who
make the Coast Guard a career.
Plus the reward of performing in an organization that is considered the very best in the nation.

How to apply.
See your college placement office, or call
800-424-8883 toll free for more information.
The Coast Guard needs officers. What other
company will make you an officer and give you
a job fitting your title after 18 weeks?

Coast Guard QC.S.
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The New Mexico Symphony will
be in orbit on Sunday afternoon,
February'26 starting at 3 p.m. with
"A Close Encounter with the New
Mexico Symphony." Under the
bat-on of Maestro Yoshimi Takeda,
the Orchestra will play a- family
concert with music from Close
Encoupters, Star Wars, and 2001 -A Space Odyssey,. as well as music
by Tchikovsky, Strauss, von Suppe,
Borodin, and Sarasate. Also
featured will be Albuquerque
·composer J.D. Ro]:Jb with music for
electronic synthesizer, Dick
Knipfing as hq:~t',,and violin soloist
Kathie Jarrett; crincertmistress of
NMSO.
Sponsored by United Nuclear
Corporation, the concert is planned
especially for families, and will
feature, in addition to the speciallychosen music, exciting visual effects
with lights and slides, projected on
a screen, of space and space
misSIOn, courtesy of Sandia
Laboratories,
NASA,
and
astronomers Donald G. Carson and ·
William F. Wood.
Ticket prices also are scaled for
families, with adult tickets at $4.50,
$5.00, and $5.50, and half price for
children 12 and under. Tickets are
available at all Ticketmaster outlets
and at the Symphony Office, 120
Madeira N.E. The number. to call
for in formation and ticket
reservations is the Symphony
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Turning Point, Julia Top· Choices

Academy Nominees

Nominations for the 50th Annual Slipper and the Rose, A Special Oscar in 1971 for Klute and was
Awards of the Academy of Motion Day and That Obscure Object of nominated in 1969 for They Shoot
Picture Arts and Sciences were Desire.
Horses Don't They. Shirley
announced Tuesday, Feb, 21 in", In the nomination for best
MacLaine [Turning Point] was
Beverly Hills and two "women's" performance by an actor in a
nominated· previously for Some
pictures were tied with 11 for most leading role, Woody Allen [Annie Came Running in 1958, The
motion picture nominations. The Hall], Richard Dreyfuss [Goodbye Apartment in 1960 and Irma La
Oscars will be presented 'on Girl] and John Travolta (Saturday Douce in 1963. Anne Bancroft
Monday April 3 in the Dorothy Night Fever] received their first
(Turning Point] won an Oscar in
Chandler Pavilion of the Los nominations. Marcello Mastroianni 1962 for The Miracle Worker and
Angeles Music Center and will be [A Special Day] was previously was nominated in 1964 for The
broadcast live by the ABC nominated for Divorce-Italian Style Pumpkin Eater and in 1967 for The
Television Network.
in 1962. Richard Burton (Equus]
Graduate.
.Julia and Turning Point tied for has now been nominated for his · Mikhail Baryshnikov [Turning
the most nomnations with 11. Star sixth time in this category.
Point] and Peter Firth (Equus]
Wars had 10 and Close Encounters
In the nomination for the best received their first"nominations in
of the Third Kind had 8. Annie Haft performance by an actress in a the category for the best
and Goodbye Girftied with 5. Two leading role only Diane Keaton performance by an actor in a
films tied with 3, Equus and The [Annie Hall] was nominated for the supporting role. Alec Guinness
Spy Who Loved Me. Those tied first time. Marsha Mason (Star Wars] won an Oscar in 1957
with two are Airport '77, A Little (Goodbye Girl] was previously for "best actor" in Bridge on the
Night Music, Looking For Mr. nominated for Cinderella Liberty in River Kwai. Jason Robards [Julia]
Goodbar, Pete's Dragon, The 1973. Jane Fonda (Julia] won an won the Oscar in this category last
year for A If The President's Men.
Maximilian Schell (Julia] won an
Oscar as best actor in 1961 for
The Union (sub) Theatre
Judgment At Nuremberg.
Simon of the Desett by Luis Sunuel
Ten-year-old Quinn Cummings
(Goodbye Girl], veteran Tuesday
Weld (Looking for Mr. Goodbar],
ballet sensation Leslie Browne
(Turning Point] and Melinda Dillon
(Close Encounters of the Third
Kind] were all nominated for the
first time for the best perfonnance
by an actress in a supporting role.
Venessa Redgrave [Julia] was
nominated for best actress in
Morgan, Isadora and Mary, Queen
of Scots.
Woody Allen, Steven Spielberg
and Herbert Ross won their first
nominations for best achievements
also Overilow by Carl Lindler
in directing. George Lucas [Star

Ftlday 7:00 and 9:15

melinda Dillon

JC\ne Fonda

"Lost and Found"
Keith Carradine
Asylum 6£-114
By JANE QUESNEL
Keith Carradine ioses and
finds himself on respective sides of
his new release, Lost and Found.
Containing eight
Carradine
originals, the album is rounded out
by an old Beatles hit;' "Rain," a
Tpm Waits tune, and an oldie first
recorded by the Fleetwoods in 1959,
"Mr. Blue."
Displaying a certain simplicity no
matter what the style-a rough
blues, or a haunting love
song-Carradine's songs are
reflective, retrospective, intuitive,
and somewhat philosophical.
However, they can be bitingly
reactionary· at times, as in the
closing band, "Neutron Bomb."
The
instrumentals
are
consistently fine, often spotlighting
individual artists, as with Jim
Horn's gutsy sax work on "Chance
Blues," and Gene Cipriano's
mournful oboe solo on "San Diego
Serenade."

Fted Zlnnemo.nn
•

Ccont. on po.g• 9)

Saturday
The ffiatx Btothers
In Coconuts

UNffi
Rodeo Club
meeting
march 1, 1978
7:00pm
SUB Room 231 E
New members
Welcome

I
7:00, 9:15 and 11:00

L
Vanessa Redgtave

(cant. tram page 8)

.
Wars] received a nomination earlier
Office, 265_3689.
.. for American Graffiti. Fred
''A Close Encounter With the Zinnemann (Julia] has won Oscars
New Mexico Symphony" will be in 1953 for From Here To Eternity
held in the Kiva Auditorium of and in 1966 for A Man For All
Albuquerque Convention Center' Seasons. Woody Allen is only the
where ample parking is available.
second person to receive acting,
directing and writing nominations
for the same film [Annie Hall]. In
1941 Orson Welles received the
same triple nomination for Citizen
Kane. Herbert Ross nominated for
Turning· Point, also directed
Goodbye Girl. Spielberg, who was
nominated for Close Encounters of
Another of the fine performing the Third Kind also directed the
ensembles in residence at UNM is second biggest moneymaker of all
the New Mexico Brass Quintet. time Jaws which ranks second to
Assisted by pianist Rita Angel, the Star' Wars.'
Quintet will present a recital in the
For the best achievement in art
continuing Keller Hall SP.ries, directidn the five nominations
February 26, at 8:15p.m. ·
went t~ Airport '77, Close
The quintet is comprised of Encounters of the Third Kind, The
graduate students and faculty Spy Who Loved Me, Star Wars and
members, Jeffrey Piper and Karen The
Turning
Point.
Baccaro on trumpet, Herbert Cinematography nominations went
Winslow
on
horn,
Karl to Vilmos Zsigmond for Close
Hinterbichler on tram bone, and . Encounters of the Third Kind, Fred
Phillip Black on tub'!.
J. Koenekamp for Islands In the
Among the works performed will Stream, Douglas Slocombe for
be "Three Fugues," "Quintet for Julia, William A. Fraker for
Brasses" by UNM composition Looking For Mr. Goodbar and
instructor
William
Wood, Robert Surtees for The Turning
"Sonatine" by Bozza, "Three Point.
Pieces for Quintet and Piano" by
Nominations for feature-length
Erb, and "Variations on Funiculi, documentaries were The Children
Funicula," arranged by Music of Theatre Street, High Grass
Department Chairman William E. Circus, Homage To Chagaff-The
Rhoads.
Colours of Love, Union Maids, and
Who are the DeBofts? And Where
Did They Get Nineteen Kids?.

Bross Five

Shltley ffiaclalne

Altogether a neat package of
good listening, this album is
certainly worth your while.
Recommended
cuts
include
1
"Chance Blues," ' Joy," "Ri~e
and Shine," and "Smile Again,
L<mgh Again."

Offer Expires 2-24-78
Main Floor

Keith Cauadlne
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THE GENERAL STORE, 111 A Harvard SE and 8117 Menaul NE, L.P. GOODBUY
Eubank and Candelaria and 3701 Central NE, H. COOK SPORTING GOODS,
Winrock Center. UNM STUDENT UNION AND POPEJOY IIALJ,.

-William Wolf, Cue
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Doug Ttumbull
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"A POWERHOUSE."

FuU-Tilt Rock and Roll
With.

0-

SpC'cilll

Tickets $5.00 General Admission

In The

This Week
All Omelettes
And Fillings
Are 20o/o Off

\,1)r)(J'.l,_il;

BAND

Tickets now on sale at the following Ticket master computerized
offices:

In The Student Union
Building BaseJUeut

f,_i

WEIR

Albuquerque Civic Auditorium
March 20, 8:00P.M.

This Friday Night
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Today's
Hot Entree

~f~ni~%mfn~~:\!~i%at~~e s~~~~

Game, The Doonesbury Special,
dS dC f
Jimmy The Can _an. ast e.
For best achievements in sound,
nominees were Close Encounters of
the Third Kind, The Deep,
Sorcerer, .Star Wars and The
Turning Point.
Best
original
screenplay
nominations went to Annie Hall,
The Goodbye Girt, The Late Show,
Star Wars and The Turning Point.
For screenplay based on material
from
another
medium,
nominations went to Equus, I never
Promised You A Rosegarden,
Julia, Oh God, and That Obscure
Object
of
Desire.

I RAILb[AZERS

I;_· a: v_.·..

·

Ltfe from the movte of the same
name.
Best picture nominations went to
Annie Hall, Star Wars, The
Goodbye Girl, Julia and The

DOt

'~1t\ "f!"'C\
1_

Short. subject included Agueda
Martmez: . Our . -('eopfe, . Our
Country; F1rst Ed~twn; GraVIty Is
My Enemy; Of Tlpe, Tombs and
Treas~re and The Shetland
Expenence.
.
h
~<_>r best ongi~al score. Jo n
Wllhams was nommated twtce for
Star W~rs an? Close Encounters of
the Tlurd Kmd. Georges Delerue
was nominated for Julia, Marvin
~anlisch for The .Spy Who Loved
Me and Maunce Jarre for
Moham_ma1·MessengerofGo1·.
Nomma~!ons fo~ b~st ongmal
song were
Nommatwns for best
original song were "Candle On the
Water" from Pete's Dragon,
"Nobody Does It Better" from The
Spy Who Loved Me, "The Slipper
and the Rose Waltz" from The
Slipper and the Rose, "Someone's
Waiting For .. You" . fro~ The
Rescuers and You Light Up My

Keith Finds Lost Sound.

\'

Steven Splelbetg

Sto.r Wo.rs. Encounters Go.rner. ~omino.tions
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As Utah Edges U ~ M. 95-92

Ailing Women Cagers Host Two

Lobo Ten-Game Streak Snapped
by PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor

Johnson put the 'Pack up by three
at 18-15.
The Utes then outscored theThe New Mexico Lobos, Lobos by eight points to regain the
boasting the nation's longest lead at 25-18 behind the hot hand of
col)ege basketball winni.ng streak, senior outside man Jeff Judkins.
had it snapped at 14 last night in · The remainder of the first half
Salt Lake City, Utah, as the runnin' went nip and tuck as both teams
Utes of coach Jerry Pimm downed jockeyed for the lead. The LoboS
the UNM in a key Western Athletic emerged with the half time lead at
Conference game 95-92.
52-48.
In the first half, the Lobos shot
The Lobo loss dropped UNM's
WAC mark to 10-1 and upped the 56 percent from the field and Utah
Ute's mark to 10-2.
.
shot 58 percent from the field.
New Mexico came out and scored After the first half, Lobos Johnson
the first basket of the game but was and Michael Cooper had scored 17
outscored 4-0 by the Utes to trail by and 16 points repectively. The Utes
two. The Utes opened up a 15-10 were led by Judkins with 14 and
lead before the Lobos behind three Buster Matheney with 14 points.
straight buckets by forward Marvin

In the -second half, UNM and
Utah again fought for the lead as
both squads exchanged the lead on
various occasions.

WAC Weekend
FRIDAY ACTION:
ARIZONA AT WYOMING
ARIZONA STATE AT COLORADO STATE
SATURDAY ACTION
ARIZONA AT COLORADO STATE
ARIZONA STATE AT WYOMING
NEW MEXICO AT BRIGHAM YOUNG
TEXAS-EL PASO AT UTAH
(TVS GameoftheWeek2p.m.)

The Lobos opened up a quick sixpoint lead at 66-60 on buckets by
Cooper and Phil Abney. But thehustling Utes came back to outscore
the 'Pack by six points to tie the
gameat68.
The Lobos had their last lead of
the night at 81-80 when Wil Smiley
slammed in a missed shot Pimm
quickly called a timeout to regroup
his team.

The Utes came out with 4:30
remaining in the game and scored
six unanswered points to take a
commanding 86-81 lead. Lobo
coach Norm Ellenberger called a
timeout but the Utes held on to
their lead and went on to knock off
the fifth-ranked Lobos.
.
The Utes finished the game
shooting a hot 61 percent from the
field w,pile the Lobos shot 57
percent frum the field.
Pacing the Lobos in a losing
cause were Johnson with 29,
Cooper with 20, Abney with 16 and
Willie Howard with 10 points.

_
By EDWARD JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
Provided Lobo coach Kathy
Marpe can find enough healthy
bodies among her basketball
players, the Lobos will be tangling
with Arizona State Friday night and
Northern Arizona Saturday night.

·Judkins led the Utes with 28
points followed by Matheney with
26. The Utah center was held to
only eight when the Utes lost to the
Lobos in Albuquerque.

Kenny Soloman of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon raced .<down the ski trail
with the fastest times to win the
first place T-shirt in the skiing
intramurals held recently at Sandia
Peak to defend his title.
Eric Collins, SAE was behind
Soloman to take second place
honors. 55 skiers were signed up for
competition but about 25 raced for
times.
In
women's free throw
compeition Tillie Guitierrez came
out and shot 41 out of 50 free
throws for a super 82 per cent to
win this year's competition. Mary
Wilkenson, lst years champ was
able to take second this year.

.J.l 1?'

oooqouo

Harriers to Indoor Finals
meet and will feature athletes from
Big Sky Conference teams as well as
NCAA District 7 Division I
dependents.
His time of 1:49.1 is ~he best of
all the ·athletes entered m the 880.
UTEP's P~ter, Le~ashon, 1:49.5,
and Wyommg .s Mlcha~l Cherono,
I :50.0, . ~re K1pkurgat ; stronE:est
competltwn. The Lobo s Jerem1ah
0 ngwae, J ay Qua d e an d Mar k
Romero Wl'Jl a1so compete ·m t he
880
Kipkurgat will face a stiffer
challenge in the 1000 yard race, a
distance he hasn't competed at this

troops.
One of the more sparkling
members of Marpe' s bench
collection is sixth-person Cindy
Fischer.
Fischer is averaging over 10
•points a game, but is at her sharpest
while playing defense and leading
the cheers from the bench.
Another factor Marpe and her

Soloman Defends IM Crown

The Lobos now travel to Provo
on Saturday to face Brigham
Young. The Utes host Texas-El
Paso Saturday Afternoon. The
Cougars downed the· Miners last
night 73-64 in Pro..o. t

-

- By RAY GLASS
LOBO Sports Writer
Sammy Kipkurgat will defend his
two Western Athletic Conference
indoor track titles as .the UNM
track team competes with.six -teams
in the ninth annual WAC Indoor
Track and Field Championships
today and tommorrow in Pocatello,
Idaho.
.
The meet, being held in Idaho
State's Minidome, is rum in
conjunction with a NCAA Indoor
Track Championship qualifying

Both games are at 7:30 m the
"Pit". .
_At one point this week, .Marpe
sru.d, she had seven women s1ck and
that "it could really be a big
factor" this weekend.
Marpe, who is quite proud·ofher
bench, will get a chance to show it
off even more than usual, because
of the sickness which has struck her

season. Cherono has the country's
fastest time in this event a 2:08.7
run earlier this year over the
Pocatello track.
. UNM's Charles Dramiga and
Hector Giron have 'the two fastest
times in the WAC in the 660 yard
dash. Dramiga has clocked a I: 10.3
and Giron has posted a J: 11.0.
Th e W oIf pac k t no
· o f AI mon d
K · E
d Ch B
rewer,
evm vans an
ns
H o 11 ms
. w1'II compe t e m
· h 60
t e yard
~ash. All th~ee have run the spri?t
m 6.3 and wtll try to defeat Utah s

In men's powerlifting compeition
Sigma Chi took first place and the
Pikes with three individual
champions took second place.
Individual winners included: 123lb.
Dave Nidel, Sigma Nu; 132 Robert
Chavez; 148 Lane Clark; 165 Scott
Reynoldo
SAE;
181
Greg.
Dearhold, Pikes; 198 Jimmy
Simmons, Pikes; 220 Joe Juraszek
and Super Heavy Robert Scaletti,
Pikes. Joe Juraszek had a
combined total of 1150 pounds in
three lifts to beat all compeition.
A~ound 30 men lifted in_ t~e meet
w1th some of _them surpr~smg even
t~emselves w1th the we1ght they
hfted.

lcont.on pngo11)

Note New Date & Location

Capitol Hi~s Home
With all these Hits ! *

•

__j

!
I

I

The UNM indoor track team heads for Pocatella, Ind. for
the WACchampionships.

• • •

Harriers

Doug Parrell, a 5.99 sprinter.
Dramiga, Evans and Giron will
represent UNM in the 440 dash
while Peter Butler and Harrison
Koroso will run the longer
distances, the one, two and three
mile runs, for New Mexico.
Richard Risinger and Giron will
compete in the 60 yard hurdles and

OLYMPIC SPORTS /iJ

L.P.

(j(j

•*Choose from all these Fabulous Stars I
0 Steve Miller

0 Pink Floyd
0 Beatles
0 Paul McCartney
Of Wings
0 Linda Aonstadt
0 BobSeger
0 TheBand
0 The Beach Boys

Brewer, whose 24' leap in the long
jump is second best among the
athletes entered, will try and
outjump Steve Hanna of UTEP.
UTEP and BYU are pre-meet
favorites to battle for the WAC
team title. UTEP is the defending
cham pion and will be trying for a
fifth consecutive title.

l
J

1

l

0 Juice Newtoo

0 Merle Haggard
0 George Harrison

1-,

0 Natalie Cole
0 RingoStar

0 Jirni Hendrix
0 Dr. Hook

11

0 Glen Campbell

0
0
0
0
0

Sylvers

0

STARZ
Status Quo

0 Little A iver Band

Peabo Bryson

Bob Welch

On Campus
Grand Opening!

'!

~II

Klaatu

0 John Lennon

I

0 Maze
0 Tavares

0 AI Martino

Monday, February 27
10% discount
with this ad *
Come see our new location
on the main floor of the
SUB just east of Tio Vivo.
Cross~country

ski package:
$110.00

(skis, boots, bindings, poles)

*Offer good throu~h Friday, ~arch 3,1978

.... ......,-

Beth and Meg Born used their
natural athletic talents to whip right
through all other compeition in
racquetball doubles to take first
place honors. Eight teams
competed this year. Margie
Gillespie and Pat Schnedar played
the Born twins well in the finals
taking second place.

gang will have to deal with is _pits of the conference will be more
Arizona State's three six-footers.
UNM's size, but with the exception
Carol Moreland is the Lobo's six- of Peggy Kennedy, they bring to the
footer at 6-4, but Marpe said if her Pit not nearly the talent.
women do the job blocking out and
Marpe is just hoping her talent
crashing the boards, they will
will
not succumb to the bug of
survive underneath.
illness.
Arizona State will be bringing in
a spread offense and Marpe plans
to counter it with a sagging defense,
she said.
Marpe said, "A lot of our peole
are starting to really play defense."
She credits tough defensive play
to the high schools, who have
produced some good defenseminded freshman.
The Lobo's defense has limited
conference opponents to 61 points a
game, while the offense is
producing around 74 points a
contest.
Northern Arizona, which is iri the

By MARK SMI~H
LOBO S~orts Wnter .
Even though 1t has been b1t by
the flu bug, the UNM baseball team
is nevertheless ready to initiate the
1978 season. The Lobos take on a
to~gh and experience~ bu~ch ~rom
Bngham Young UmvefSlty m a
double-header at the Sports
Stadium today beginning at I :30
p.m.
The Cougars from up north will
bring in a squad that only lost two
players off last year's team. Last
year BYU posted a 35-17 record
and cruised to the northern division
title in the Western Athletic
Conference. They lost to Arizona
State, the eventual NCAA
champion, in the WAC playoffs.
The top returning players for the
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Season. Opens
Cougars, coached by Gary Pullins,
are All-American Kim Nelson, Don
Valgardson, all of last years AllwAC team members and a host of
talented pitchers.
BYU is going to center its offense
around the dynamic bats of Nelson
and Valgardson,
·As for the Lobos Coach
Cappelli still isn't sur~ of his
starters. The flu has been so bad it

~

()'

~

Lobos Host BYU In Double-Header

Bas~ball

~

has sidelined just about everyone
on the team at one time or another.
Cappelli said Rob Hoover will
start and go as far as he can but
other than that he's not sure' who
will be well enough to pitch. He
~ould like to see a total of six
pitchers hurl in the two games, he
said. Catcher Duffy Ryan may have
to go both games as catcher for the
hampered UNM squad.

w0 men t 0 s a n DI•eg0

Under the guidance of coach Claudia Thomas, the UNM women's
gymnastics team travels to San Diego, Cal. Saturday for a meet against the
Titan women.
San Diego State is Jed by freshman Lisa Schillato and Carol Lane and
junior, Trisha Felios. Schillato competed in the United States Gymnastics
Federation Nationals in 1975 and in 1977. Felios was the learn's only
representative at last year's nationals.
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CIQssifieds
1.

PERSONALS

CONTACTS'/71 POLISHING &;
Cm;cy Optlcnl Company. 255·8736

CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS; Segovia method.
02/28
Beginners weleome, 266·9291.
SOLUTIONS,
tfn

UNM: B_EHIND CLOSED doorsJ Call the LOBO
news tip hot lin~, 277-5656.
02/24'
PERRY'S PIZZA (across from UNM), WE
oi!LJVER. Call 843-9750. Try our fresh sal<td ancl
slice;~pccials for h1nch.
02127
THE POSH BAOEL is forming a co-ed slow-pitch

:mftballlcam. People intcr(!stcd in joinfng inquire ar
The Posh Bagel on Central, ask for Ed,

6

ONE~ACT

02/28

PLAYS arc readying themselves for

your emotions to feast upon. Come and Immerse
yourself in the comedy and tragedy ofbehtg human--

!iec ''Acts of Passion 11 Mar. 5-8 in UNM's
Experimental Theater.

03/01

ACCURATE
INFORMATION
contraception, .sterilization, abOrtion.

ABOUT
Right to

Ch';JOSC, 294-0171.
04/28
WE HAVE A PURPOSE! It's to give talented UNM
stlldents and staff an outlet for their creative art and
literature-, Bring your submissions NOW to
Conceptions-Southwest, Marron Hall, Rm. 105, 27702/24

5656, Deadline Tuesday Feb. 28,

'

ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL lOc, . American
c!garetics 4Bc, imported cigarettes from 20 nations-custom blended pipe tob~cco's--clgars and Honeyrose
hcrbul cigarettes. Wai!! There's more--Pipe &
Tobncco Rd. t:as jewelry boxes--rainbows,
pnraphcrnalia--celestial seasonings teas and lay-away
plan. Pipe & Tobacco Road, l07B Cornell SE, lh
block UNM. M·F 8:30·6, Sat. 10-5.
03/03
IS NUCI .. EAR POWER THE viable energy
alternative? Or is i( unsafe, endangering mankind
with harmful effects lasting tho'ttsands of years? This
Mond<~Y night the ASUNM Speakers Committee
presents a debate (with audience participalion): 10 1$
Nuclear Power A Vlnhle Alternative?" On the pronuclear side: Westinghou~e engin1:ers Craig
Frederickson & Bruce Wood; opposing them, LINM
Profe5sor Peter Montague & retired Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratories physicist ,Bob Watt.
Admission free, Monday 8 pm in the South Sub
Ballroom.
02/24
DELIVER LUNCH, Cararro's Pizza will deliver
.~andwiches, pizza, su!ads to your desk at lcncll time.
Call268-2300,
03/09
LIVE JAZZ AT NED'S through the Happy
'Hour ... every Friday from 5;30 to 7:30.
02124
DoRMS, IJ:' qYUO'iJ•RE HUNGRY at night give
Cararro's Piun a cull for delivery of i~s famous pizza,
'>andwiches, and salml.s. 268~2300.
03/09
DOUG HALL-- YOU are on my list! T. Y.
MOTHEI~

02/24

EARTH NEWS back i.mtcs discoumcd 10

pcr.cent. Chamisa Bookshop, 266-1229.
02/24
HAPPY BIRTHDAY PATCandalaria. Love always,
02124

Diane.

QA TYPING SERVICE, A complete typing and

editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
' schola~tk-, Clums & tables, 345-212.5.
04129
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM oclcctric) nnd
now 3-minute Passport P.:hotos. No appointment,
268-8515.

trn

EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.
265·1 t64.
03/06

02/28
GUITAR LESSONS OFFERED by guitar major,
Designed to your interest. Sr. Ojeda. 277-2324, 24303/08
6343.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, 821-7905,

03/01

WILL DO YOUR TYPING in my home. 75c a page,
294-6781.
02124
VOLVO REPAIR. REASONABLE. Guaranteed.
Also AKC registered female collie pup, $75.00. Mike,
247-9083.
03/02
PROFESSIONAl

TYPIST.

IBM

Selectric.
Reasonable rates. Guaranteed accuracy, 298-7147.
03/02

4: HOUSING
ONE BLOCK UNM, deluxe one bedroom furnished
apartment. Twin or double beds, $185. Varsity
House, 141 ColumbiaSE.
03/10
NEED ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2 bedroom apt.
$95 a month. Prefer someone in mid-twenties. Call
Tayla, 256-1235.
02/24
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED, campus 1-bdrm,
carpets, pets fit1e, $120. Ca\l 262-1751, Valley
"'Rentals, $30 fee.
02124
AVAILABLE SOON 3-BDRM, minutes to UNM.
Kid<;, pets welcome $210. Call 262-1751, Valley
Rentals, $30 fee,
02124
WANTED .ROOMMATE TO share 2·bdrm
townhouse, FP, poel, sauna. $140 pll1s electricity,
'Cull Steve 277-5155 or 299-86\2.
02/24

SUBSTANTIAL REWARD FOR Japanese Netsuke
doll on black cord. lost 2/16178. Call Francine, 277~
2631 orin Santa Fe 983·7737.
03/03
LOST: SKETCHBOOK AND board 18" X 24 11 •
Rewnrd if returned complete. 299-0628.
02/24
LOST: GREEN CIGARETTE case with ID's. Call
843-6196.
02/24
FIND YOURSELF in th.:: Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
ss
FOUND: TEXAS TECH University class ring at
UNM pool. Claim at Campus Police.
02124
REWARD: MEN'S CHOKER lost Saturday nitc,
February IB, Popejoy Hall. Call Jerry at881-4432.

02/28
FOUND: CHEMISTRY NOTES dass436. Pick up at
Pipe& Tobacco Road, 107B Cornell SE.
03/01

3.

SERVICES

LSAT~MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842·5200.
tfn

TYPING. 1st QUALITY, 883-7787.
EXPERT TYPING. 266-4567.

2/24
02/28

01

Valley
02124
Three

02/Z4

FEMALE ROOMMATE SHARE 2/bdrm apt. 842·
0046.
03/01
4 ROOM APT, air conditioned, $90/month. 2431810.
03/01

5.

FORSALB

LOWEST PR!Cii,., REtoaos .ft..,.11!P<S ••.'N~
Mexico. Natutal Soyn"d,.~.:ontim.lc:f-~ ''..t'ldl~ft,
easy" sale··a116.98 list tP\s, l~<'f\li/~ ~~4.99. Higher list LP's :.ilid..£tl; ~_L.U.
f.
Natural Sound Records and Tapes, 119 Harvard SE
Store Only, across from Hippo Ice Cream.
02124
SINGER FUTURA TOP of the line. Slightly used but
still under warranty. Push button bobbin-winder, has
computcrizds buttonholing. Docs lOO's of fancy
stitches. Regular $800, now Sl50 ca.o;h. 294-87.5.5.
02128
AKC ALASKAN MALAMUTE puppies. Males and
females, 266·7142.
02128
HOMELITE CHAIN SAW. Unclaimed freight,
automatic oiling, brand new, with case, new fac1ory
warranty. Assume paymen1s. 268-4394.
02128
SINGER SEWING MACHINE. Left in lny-nwny,
not claimed, equipped to buuonhole, zig-zag. Older
model. Pay $16 and take machine. 268-4394. 02128
TRADE 1967 VW BUS for comparable Bug. 2424768.
02/24

WATERBED: HEATER, LINER, headboard with
shelves, Frame is large and sturdy on five legs, 25535 II leave message. Best Qffcr.
03/02
MAMIYA C330 TLR camera with BOmm 1"2.8 lens
and grip handle. Also Braun mobe. 242-7145 or 277~
6204. Ask for John.
02127
SMALL MINI SIZE 110 volt dryer. Ideal for student,
$69.95. Call after 5:00pm, 294-3895.
02127
1976 FIAT 131, 5-speeU, low mileage, excellent
condition, many extras. Call Barry 877-788,1. 03/09
COLOR TV FOR LOBO games, 15". Used. $130.
03/02

Caii242·3R85,

1971 LES PAUL REISSUE. Carved gold-top, soapbar pickups. $375 or best offer. Must sell. 345-2988,
02/27
ROSSIGNOL METEOR SKIS !60's. Solomon
bindings, poles. San Marco boots, ·size 6. New, used
02127
only !\Vice. 292-1085,
69-AMC JAVEI.IN, to-mileage PS·I'B·AC 343·V8,

strbng Cnginc, cllerrr·rcd. $1000. Pbone: 247·9369,
02128

6.

EMPLOYMENT

BABYSITTER$ ATTENTION! THE Babysiller
Directory is looking for honest, reliable and
dependable people who would llke to be listed in :!
dty-wtde directory of bnby<>iueri. Call883-8697,
02124

I RAILb(AZERS
A"

RED KIRBY VACUUM Cleaner. Whh aaachmems.
New warranty. Commercial moto~. SS monthly, or

CONTACT ·LENS: 1
••
SPECIAL
$1()- Allergan Kit $3.50

8.

/k;3~

MISCELLANEOUS

• , SPECIAL

•

'

UNM ARTISTS! YOV have the chance m mflkc
Conception~-Southwest

more thnn a literary

magazine. Y011 have a very special chance, don't Jose
it. Bring your art work to Coneeptions~Southwe~t.
Marron Hall Room 105,277-5656. D~::adline Tuesday
Feb.28~

Casey
'

Optical Co.

(nnt dl.mr to Cdut; Rbtvtl lJriiJ!.J

Lomas at W ashjngton.
~::=i-~- -- 255.8736
''

•

J!;KJLLECT!ONl'

Hi kes-~:ru it ion
fiEB 27 1870

02128

HAVE A 3.0 ln 12 hours of History? Join the Phi
Alpha Theta (History Honon1ry Society), MANY
BENEFITS. Phi Alpha Theta Office, Mesv. Vista Hall
2076.
02128

· SPECIAifhe ending of the 34th state
OOLLEfl?il~fatlve session left students the
legacy of a raise in tuition and plans
for a Bernalillo County community
college.

UNM'S SIGMA CHAPTER of Phi Alpha TJ"u:ta will
hold its Annual Initiation Banquet on Saturday,
Man;:h 4, 1978, All members, students, factllty and
starr are invited. Tickets at Phi Alpha Theta Office,
Mesa V!sta Ha112076,
02/24
DO YOliR TTIIN(l in tlle Pcrwr. Corp~. 277-~907,
02/2R

House Bill 2, the appropriations
act, passsed with a 14 per cent hike
in UNM's tuition, despite efforts in
the House and Senate to freeze
tuition at 1977 rates.

PHI ALPHA THETA will m~et on Friday, February
24, 1978 at 3:30 pm in the History Dcpanmcm
Lounge, Mesa Vista Hallll06,
02124

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
part
UNITED Feature Syndicate
45 Garden
Thursday's Puzzle Solved:
Farmer's
structure
concern
4 7 Conjectured
5 Message
48 Help
!~om abroad 49 Deceives
1 0 --~- ~~e
50 Atmospheric
Kmfe
disturbance
1 4 Keep out of 53 The other
stght
side
15 Her~~
54 Perils
1 6 Cruising
58 Itchy feet
17 Maple
61 Mixture
genus
62 Sweeten the
18 Agreeably
kitty
20 Provok~
63 A sense
22 Ex-Bruin
64 v, Lopez'
great.
theme song
2 3 D~elhng
65 No. African
conditions
19 "-- --- might
umt
66 D'!sc harge
44 Unpleasant
24 Schemes
say"
26 On behalf 67 Highway
look
21 She: French
27 Emits piercsign
25 Card game: 46 Storage
area
lng sounds
DOWN
2 words
47 Hotel
30 Coal or gold
26 Makes expatrons
34 T led to the
1 Converse
cited: 2
49 Wet
wharf
2 Cereal grain
words
thoroughly
35 Tortoise's
3
Ancient
27
Clever
50 Enjoyed the
competitor
theaters
28 High card in
pool
36 Ms.
4 Sweat
bridge
51 N.Mex. inMcGraw
5 Beret's rei a- 29 Type face
dian
37 Former
30 Earth inlive
52 Preposition
English
habitant
6 Parcels out
53 National
queen
7 So. Africans 31 Garden
symbol
38 Quebec's
8 King in
tools
55 Coin
neighbor
Shakespeare 32 Existing
receiver
40 Cheat
9
Letter
33 Wrinkled
56 Metric unit:
Slang
10 Fertilizer
35 Baseball
Abbr.
41 Angler's
11 II. wine
feat
57 Kitchen
need
39 Beast of
necessity
42 Playbill list- 1 2 center
Irishman
burden
59 Hwy,
Ing
13 Comedian
40 Sittings
60 Asian holi43 Garment
Danny---42 Weather
day
ACROSS

If the governor signs the act, the
14 per cent hike will be applicable
to UNM, NM Tech and NMSU.
Tuition at Eastern New Mexico
University, Wetern. New Mexico
University
and
Highlands
University will be raised 20 per
cent.

UNM's tuition will go from $132
to $158. Added to the tuition hike
will be the $10 increase in fees from

$128 to $138 a proved last fall by the
Regents. This' will bring the
students' bil fr<?m $260 to $288.
The
Bernaiillo
County
community college was approved
under the provision that the county·
voters support in a referendum the
transfer to the community college,
a portion of the fourmill levy that
supports TV-I.

The vote on the college must be
aft?J?~~L.ln.il<il.: P.l!ln:Utf9.fi.''the
collliJl~AII~ ~MM\1 of
facilities, must have the approval of
the 1979 state legislatue.

I made

in it

! proposal.

from

its original

I

Apodaca had asked that T-Vl's
mission be expanded to include.
The maximum the legislature has academic courses. Rather than
pledged in the purchase of facilities expand the mission, the legislature
approved the creation of a separate
is $6 million.
The college bill must also be college that would offer primarily
signed by the governor, who is academic courses along with some
expected to do so despite changes vocational courses.

!
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Author Rudolfo Anaya has
donated his manuscripts of
"/!_less Me Ultima" and "l:(eart
of Aztlan" to the University of
NIJw
Mexico
Zimmerman
Library.

In Weekend Car Crash

Student Senator Killed
By MILLIE ARVISO
"She was a mother, a student
and an activist all in one," said AI
Hender.son, husband of Elva Rose

Benson, 23, a Navajo student and
ASUNM Senator killed early
Saturday in a two-car collision.
Benson died of internal injuries

when the car in which she was
riding drove through a red light that
police believe was stuck on Carlisle
and Indian School.

ASUNM Formulating
Budget for 26 Groups
News Analysis

,mru.M:Yiynfr

'~·· ·- c · ·

WANTS YOU

Lobos
Met by
Cheering
Throng
Phil Abney autographs a
basketball fo r one of his faithful fans Sunday during a Lobo
homecoming
at
the
Albuquerque International Airport.

Benson was hurled through the
driver's window when the car she
was in was hit on th"e left side. She
was pronounced dead at the scene.
No one else was critically injured.
A private funeral has been
planned by her family at Toadlena,
New Mexico near Shiprock. A
memorial service in her honor has
been planned for Sat., March 4 at
the Shiprock Chapter House.

-~--costs-cof~_coner"tian<=th<>b~~o'-=h~=t.-=>-~.....~- Benson,-!_s,.s_e_llior, was .<l_P<;>!itipaJ
·· ······

LOBO News Editor
This is the time of year when meeting roms in the
SUB are the site of frazzeled nerves, ashtrays heaped
with butts ad coffee stains on shirt cuffs.
This is the time of the year when the ASUNM
president, Finance Committee and Senate begin the
long and drawn out process of drawing up next year's
budget.
President Tom Williams got the ball rolling
Saturday at 8:30a.m. sharp when he began his budget
hearings. Williams is faced with the task of
recommending to the senate who gets what and how
much.
The president is also faced with deciding how to fit
requests totalling $260,863 into a projected 1978·1979
budget of $261,000. If all 26 organizations get what
they want, ASUNM wil be left with $137 to pay
student government expenses. ASUNM received
$31,855 for expenses in 1977-78. ·
The problem is further complicated by the rising

Call fnr low pri~ nn hard.
~nit. ur wmi·\Oh ll'n~t""

HAYA'r SHALOM.

Recorded Message
Phone 2-96·8568

02/24

WORK IN THE Peace Corps, 277-5907.
02128
PART-TIME JOB; Sales, flexible hours, good pay.
Po'i~ible full-time for summer. Call: Phil Franc1yk,
C.l .. U., 883·5360.
03/14
OVERSEAS JO[l.g--Summer/ycar-round. Europe, S.
Amcrirn, Aumnlia, A~iu, Clc. A!l riciU~. $500·$1200
monthly, expenses paid, sight seeing. Free
information. Write: BHP C'o., Box 4490, Dept, NB,
Berkeley, Ca. 94704.
03/10
WORK IN JAPAN! Teach English conversation.No
e"perience, degree, or Japanese requlr~::d. Send long,
stampctl, 5clf-addressed envelope for details. Japan! 58,411 W. Center, Centr<tlia, Wa. 98531.
03/0J
HELP WANTED PART-TIME now, Saturday's n
mu~t. Full-time employment during summer, junior
or senior nmjorlng in business or related field. Must
be bi-lingual, self-molivated anti personable. Prefer
lifc·long New Mexican. Contact Harry Garda,
Harry's Honda Cars, 266-5856 for appoint men!,
02128
BABYSITTER WANTED FOR TWO ~:hildrcn,
Afternoons:, mu~t have car. 881-4123, 6-9 pm. 02127
MAKE. EXCELLENT MONEY part-time-- campus
rcJlrcr,entatiVe needed for easy-to-sell product -- no
gimmicks -~ proven campus winner •• we show you
how. Scud name, addre'lS, phone. number, school,
year of graduation, along with self-addressed
<;tamped envelope to 136 Lakeshore Dr., Marlboro,
Ma. 01752 F.P.lm:.
02124

stone

LOST&FOUND
with
02124.

6812,

FANC'Y 1-BDRM NEWLY furnished,
fircplnce, $75 part utilitie~ paid. Call262-1151,
Rental~. $30 fcc.
2-BDRM APARTMENT. LR, DR, kitchen.
blo&~ to UNM, $190 plus utilities. S43-9liZ.

WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Tired of cooking and

7

D2/l8

WANTED COCKTAIL WAITRESS, nights. Apply
i11 per~on Uncle Nasty's after 8 pm. 44 J 8 Central SE.
02127

cleaning? Need a place to live ror spring term? Come
to the College Inn. 303 Ash N_!!. 243-2881.
02124

Fob.

6030.

FOR RENT LARGE one bedroom furnished
apartment ncar UNM, $185.00 utilities paid. Phone
898.\254 or 266·1997 for appointment to sec. 02/27

·EFFICIENCY $125.00. ONE block from UNM,
utilities, furnished. 255·1676.
03/01

LOST:
BROWN WALLET
identification. 897-0391, Debbie.

196.5 VW SQLIAREBACK, $650. Rebuilt engine. 266-

PUT PYRAMID POWER to work for you with a
1977 DATSUN KINO CAB. Excellent condition,
Pyramid Power Hat. No one knows wh;y pyramid
power works, but it docs. Improve learning ability, 9000 miles. For more information, call 266-5051 or
02127
lcralfl
to
relax ami
energize yourself, · 2G4p1006. A~k for rim Cox.
BIG SALE WRAP-AROUND ~wcaters, excellent for
Instruction/suggestions included. Send 99c p[us two
this weather, Now only $1.50 at California Fashion
13c stamps or $1.25 plus name and address label or
Outlet, 2318 Central SE, across from campus. 266something similar, to CV, Box41171, Chicago60641.

15- NUCLEAR POWER a viable energy alternative?
I-I car and join with 4 of the experts in a special debate
presented by the ASUNM Speakers Committee,
r-.·londay Feb. 27, N pm in the South Sub Ballroom.
Admission free.
02/27

2.

02/28
$69 cosh. 266-5871.
UNCLAIMED LAY-AWAY. Sansui rer;:eivcr, 4-way
speakers, <;af;setle. ree9rder, turntable .. New factory
warranties. Take: over small monthly payments. 26802128
4393.
10 YEAR GUARANTEE. Unclaimed lay-away.
Color television. Brand new guaranlce. No down
payment. Small monthlY payments till baiMec is paid
off. 266-5871,
02128
NO DOWN PAYMENT. One 9nly. Tappan
Microwave Touchmatic, browning element,memory,
adjustable shelves. For more information call 2684394,
'
.02128

l

orgahizatwns.
Only four organizations on the budget, KUNM, the
LOBO, Residence Halls Student Organization
(RHSA) and the Child Care Co-op, are not asking for
an increase in the amount they were given in 1977·78.
Only one group, the ASUNM Duplicating Center is
asking for less money.
This year's process, which may be the most
organized to date, will continue next weekend when
Rick Anaya's finance committee holds its hearings.
Williams and the finance committee will submit
recommendations to the senate who will ultimately
decide on the fate of more than a quarter of a million
dollars.
This money comes from the full-time undergraduate
students, who support student government with a $28
annual fee. With a projected enrollment of23,600 fulltime undergraduate students in the fall and spring of
1978·79, gross student fees will amount to $330,000.
Approximately 20 per cent of that is skimmed off
the top to pay New Mexico Union fees ($16,520) and

ASUNM Senate representallve on
the PIRG board and the Senate
Finance Committee. She was
affiliated with the campus Kiva
Club of the Native American
Studies and worked as an intern
with the Southwest Research and
Information Center under the
Navajo Area School Board
Association from Window Rock,
Arizona.
Graduating from Gallup High
School in 1973, Benson became
active in affairs affecting the Navjo
people. One of the first movements
she became involved in was the
protest and demonstrations at the
Shiprock Public School when the
quality of education for Navajo
stn·~ents was under dispute.

Elva Benson

She later became involved in the
Southwest Indian Development
Inc., in support_ . of Sl!ing toe
"ReSl:T'i'anon. ~me was am~·mvoived
in boycotts of the Indian
Ceremonial traditions being danced
for the public.
After high school, she spent her
freshman year at Yale, then
transferred to UNM campus.
Her sister, Gloria Todachinecy
described her as "very sensitive"
and said whatever she did, she did
for a reason. "She believed in all
people. That they should have good
things without being burdened."
Benson is survived by her 2 year
old daughter, Looya Honaghaanii;
her husband; her mother, Nellie
Benson; her brother, Michael
Benson; her sister and her
grandmother.

